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Abstract. Distributed ledgers implement a storage layer, on top of
which a shared state is maintained in a decentralized manner. In UTxObased ledgers, like Bitcoin, the shared state is the set of all unspent
outputs (UTxOs), which serve as inputs to future transactions. The continuously increasing size of this shared state will gradually render its
maintenance unaffordable. Our work investigates techniques that minimize the shared state of the distributed ledger, i.e., the in-memory UTxO
set. To this end, we follow two directions: a) we propose novel transaction optimization techniques to be followed by wallets, so as to create
transactions that reduce the shared state cost and b) propose a novel fee
scheme that incentivizes the creation of “state-friendly” transactions. We
devise an abstract ledger model, expressed via a series of algebraic operators, and define the transaction optimization problem of minimizing
the shared state; we also propose a multi-layered algorithm that approximates the optimal solution to this problem. Finally, we define the
necessary conditions such that a ledger’s fee scheme incentivizes proper
state management and propose a state efficient fee function for Bitcoin.

1

Introduction

The seminal work of Shostak, Pease, and Lamport, during the early ’80s, introduced the consensus problem [18,27] and extended our understanding of distributed systems. 30 Years later, Bitcoin [25] introduced what is frequently referred to as “Nakamoto consensus” and the blockchain data structure, followed
by widespread research on distributed ledgers.
In ledger systems, participants maintain a shared state which consists of three
objects: i) the public ledger, i.e., the list of transactions which form the system’s
history; ii) the mempool, i.e., the set of, yet unpublished, transactions; iii) the
active state which, in systems like Bitcoin, consists of the UTxO set. To support
thousands (or millions) of participants, a decentralized system’s state management should be well-designed, primarily focused on minimizing the shared state.
Our work focuses on the third type, as poorly designed management often leads
to performance issues and even Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. In Ethereum,
during a 2016 DoS attack, an attacker added 18 million accounts to the state,
increasing its size by 18 times [35]. Bitcoin saw similar spam attacks in 2013 [32]
and 2015 [2], when millions of outputs were added to the UTxO set.
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Problem Statement. Mining nodes and full nodes incur costs for maintaining the
shared state in the Bitcoin network. This cost pertains to the resources (i.e.,
CPU, disk, network bandwidth, memory) that are consumed with every transaction transmitted, validated, and stored. An expensive part of a transaction is
the newly created outputs, which are added to the in-memory UTxO set. As the
system’s scale increases, the cost of maintaining the UTxO set gradually leads
to a shared-state bloat, which makes the cost of running a full node prohibiting.
Moreover, the system’s incentives, which are promoted via transaction fees,
only deteriorate the problem. For example, assume two transactions τA and τB :
τA spends 5 inputs and creates 1 output, while τB spends 1 input and creates 2
outputs. Assuming the size of a UTxO is equal to the size of consuming it (200
bytes) and that transaction fees are 30 satoshi per byte, τA costs 30 × 200 × (5 +
1) = 36000 satoshi and τB costs 30 × 200 × (1 + 2) = 18000 satoshi. Although τB
burdens the UTxO set by creating a net delta of (2 − 1 = 1) new UTxO, while
τA reduces the shared state by consuming (1 − 5 = −4) UTxOs, τB is cheaper
in terms of fees. Clearly, the existing fee scheme penalizes the consumption of
multiple inputs, dis-incentivizing minimizing the shared state.
Our Contributions. Our goal is to devise a set of techniques that minimize
the shared state of a distributed ledger, i.e., the in-memory UTxO set. Our
approach is twofold: a) we propose transaction optimization techniques which,
when employed by wallets, help reduce the shared state’s cost; b) propose a novel
fee scheme that incentivizes “shared state-friendly” transactions.
In particular, we propose a UTxO model, which abstracts UTxO ledgers
and enables evaluating the cost of a ledger’s shared state. We then propose a
transaction optimization framework, based on three levels of optimization: a) a
declarative (rule-based) level, b) a logical/algebraic (cost-based) level, and c) a
physical/algorithmic (cost-based) level. Following, we propose three transaction
optimization techniques based on the aforementioned optimization levels: a) a
rule-driven optimal total order of transactions (the last-payer rule), b) a logical
transaction transformation (the 2-for-1 transformation), and c) a novel input selection algorithm that minimizes the UTxO set increase, i.e., favors consumption
over creation of UTxOs. We then define the transaction optimization problem
and propose a 3-step dynamic programming algorithm to approximate the optimal solution. Finally, we define the state efficiency property that a fee function
should have, in order to correctly reflect a transaction’s shared-state cost, and
propose a state efficient fee function for Bitcoin.
Related Work. The problem of unsustainable growth of the UTxO set has concerned developers for years. It has been discussed in community articles [13,15],
some [1] offering estimations on the level of inefficiency in Bitcoin. Additionally,
research papers [28,8,26,12] have analyzed Bitcoin’s and other cryptocurrencies’
UTxO sets to gain further insight. Engineering efforts, e.g., in Bitcoin Core’s
newer releases [22], have also focused on improving performance by reducing
the UTxO memory requirements. Various solutions have been proposed to reduce the state of a UTxO ledger, e.g., consolidation of outputs [33] can help
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reduce the cost of spending multiple small outputs. Alternatively, Utreexo [11],
uses cryptographic accumulators to reduce the size of the UTxO set in memory,
while BZIP [17] explores lossless compression of the UTxO set.
An important notion in this line of research is the “stateless blockchain” [31].
Such blockchain enables a node to participate in transaction validation without
storing the entire state of the blockchain, but only a short commitment to it.
Chepurnoy et al. [7] employ accumulators and vector commitments to build
such blockchain. Concurrently, Boneh et al. [5] introduce batching techniques
for accumulators in order to build a stateless blockchain with a trustless setup
which requires constant amount of storage. We consider an orthogonal problem,
i.e., constructing transactions in an incentive-compatible manner that minimizes
the state, so these tools can act as building blocks in our proposed techniques.
The role of fees in blockchain systems has also been a topic of interest in
recent years. Luu et al. [19] explored incentives in Ethereum, focusing on incentivizing miners to correctly verify the validity of scripts run on this “global
consensus computer”. Möser and Böhme [24] investigate Bitcoin fees empirically
and observe that users’ behavior depends primarily on the client software, rather
than a rational cost estimation. Finally, in an interesting work, Chepurnoy et
al. [6] propose a fee structure that considers the storage, computation, and network requirements; their core idea is to classify each transaction on one of the
three resource types and set its fees accordingly.

2

A UTxO Model

We abstract a distributed ledger as a state machine on which parties act. Specifically, we consider only payments, i.e., value transfers between parties; a more
elaborate model could take into account arbitrary computations on the ledger’s
data. We note that our model considers only fungible assets.
Initially, we assume a ledger state Sinit , on which a transaction is applied
to move the ledger to a new state. Transactions that may be applied on a state
are valid, following a validation predicate. Each transaction is unique and moves
the system to a unique state; with hindsight, we assume that the ledger never
transitions to the same state (cf. Definition 5), i.e., valid transactions do not
form cycles. Figure 1 provides intuition via a simple ledger model.

Fig. 1. A decentralized state machine model for a distributed ledger.
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Our formalism is similar to chimeric ledgers [36], though focused on UTxObased ledgers. Following, we provide some basic definitions in a “top-down”
approach, starting with the ledger L, which is an ordered list of transactions;
our notation of functions is the one typically used in functional programming
languages, for example a function f : A → B → C takes two input parameters
of type A and B respectively and returns a value of type C.
def

Definition 1. A ledger L is a list of valid transactions: L = List[Transaction].
A transaction τ transitions the system from one state to another. UTxObased transactions are thus a product of inputs, which define the ownership of
assets, and outputs, which define the rules of re-transferring the acquired value.
def

Definition 2. A UTxO-based transaction τ is defined as: Transaction = (inputs :
Set[Input], outputs : List[UTxO], forge : Value, fee : Value)
An unspent transaction output (UTxO) represents the ownership of some
value from a party, which is represented via an address α. Intuitively, in the real
world, an output is akin to owning a physical coin of an arbitrary denomination.
def

Definition 3. A UTxO is defined as follows: UTxO = (α : Address, value :
Value, created : Timestamp).
A transaction’s input is a reference to a UTxO, i.e., an output that is owned
by the party that creates the transaction. An input consists of two objects: i) the
id of the transaction that created it (typically its hash) and ii) an index, which
identifies the specific output among all UTxOs of the referenced transaction.
def

Definition 4. An input is defined as: Input = (id : Hash, index : Int).
Given an input and a ledger, three functions retrieve: i) the corresponding
output, ii) the corresponding transaction, and iii) the input value. All returned
values are wrapped in Option, denoting that a value may not be returned.
• UTxO : Input → L → Option[UTxO]
• τ : Input → L → Option[Transaction]
• value : Input → L → Option[Value]
A transaction defines some value that is given as a fee to the miner, i.e.,
the party who publishes the transaction into the ledgerPL. We require that all
transactions
P must preserve value as follows: τ.forged + i∈τ.inputs value(i, L) =
τ.fee + o∈τ.outputs o.value. We note that this applies only on standard transactions, not “coinbase” transactions which create new coins.
Finally, we define the ledger’s state S. S comprises the UTxO set, i.e., the
set of all outputs of transactions whose value has not been re-transferred and
can be used as inputs to new transactions.
def

Definition 5. The ledger’s state is defined as: State = Set[Input].
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We now return to the state machine model. A transaction is applied on a
ledger state S1 and results in a ledger state S2 via the function:
txRun : Transaction → LedgerState → LedgerState
An ordered list of transactions T = [τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τN ] can be applied sequentially on
state S1 to transit to state SN : SN = (txRun(τN ). . . . .txRun(τ2 ).txRun(τ1 ))(S1 ),
assuming the function composition operator “.”.
Finally, every ledger state S corresponds to some cost C. We assume a cost
function, which assigns a signed integer of cost units to a ledger state.
cost : LedgerState → Cost
This function is employed in Definition 6, which defines a transaction’s cost;
minimizing this cost will be the target of our optimization. Observe that the
transaction’s cost might be negative, e.g., if the transaction reduces the state.
Definition 6. The cost of a transaction τ applied to a state S is the difference
between the cost of the final state minus the cost of the initial state:
costTx : Transaction → LedgerState → Cost
costTx(τ, S) = cost(txRun(τ, S)) − cost(S)
The cost of an ordered list of transactions [T ] applied to a state S is the
difference between the cost of the final state minus the cost of the initial state:
costTotTx : [Transaction] → LedgerState → Cost
costTotTx([T ], S) = cost((txRun(τN ). . . . .txRun(τ2 ).txRun(τ1 ))(S1 )) − cost(S)
We note that, in the rest of the paper, cost represents the size of the ledger’s
state. However, our model is generic enough to accommodate alternative cost
designs as well. For instance, cost could represent the computational effort of
producing or verifying the state, such that a cost unit would be a computational
cycle. Therefore, our analysis would also be directly applicable in that case, by
accordingly adapting some parts of the subsequent optimization framework like
the heuristics.

3

Transaction Optimization

The purpose of a distributed ledger is to execute payments, i.e., transfer value
from one party to another via transactions. Multiple transactions can perform
the same transfer of value between two parties. Such transactions are equivalent
in terms of their final result, i.e., transferring some value between parties A and
B, but may vary in their cost to the ledger state. Transaction optimization is
the problem of finding the equivalent transaction with minimum cost; our work
is heavily inspired by the seminal research on database query optimization [16].
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The cost difference between equivalent transactions may be significant. For
example, assume that Alice wants to give Bob 100 coins and owns a UTxO of 100
coins and 100 UTxOs of 1 coin each. Consider the two equivalent plans: 1) Alice
spends the single UTxO of value 100 and creates 100 outputs of value 1 for Bob;
2) Alice spends the 100 UTxOs of 1 coin value and defines a single UTxO of value
100 to transfer to Bob. The cost of the two approaches exemplifies the ledger
state impact that equivalent transactions may have. The first plan increases the
ledger’s state by 99 UTxOs, while the second decreases it by the same amount.
Following, we use the terms plan and transaction interchangeably, i.e., an alternative plan that achieves the same goal is expressed as an alternative, equivalent transaction. Definition 7 describes transaction equivalency, while Definition 8 defines equivalency between two ordered lists of transactions.
Definition 7. Transactions τ1 , τ2 are equivalent (denoted τ1 ≡ τ2 ) if, when applied to the same state SA of a ledger L, they result in states S1 and S2 respectively, with the same total accumulated value per unique address α:
∀α ∈ A

X

oi .value =

X

oj .value

j∈S2
oj =UTxO(j,L)
oj .address=α

i∈S1
oi =UTxO(i,L)
oi .address=α

where A is the set of all addresses of the parties participating in the ledger system.
Definition 8. Two different totally ordered sets of the same N transactions
[Ti ] and [Tj ] are equivalent (denoted as [Ti ] ≡ [Tj ]) if, when applied to the same
ledger state SA of a ledger L, they result in states S1 and S2 respectively, where
the total accumulated value per unique address α is the same in both states:
∀α ∈ A

X
i∈S1
oi =UTxO(i,L)
oi .address=α

oi .value =

X

oj .value

j∈S2
oj =UTxO(j,L)
oj .address=α

where A is the set of addresses of all participants in the distributed ledger system.
Following, we define the basic logical operators for expressing a transaction
and explore optimization techniques for compiling the optimal transaction plan.
3.1

Transaction Logical Operators - Ledger State Algebra

First, we introduce some basic logical operators, i.e., functions used to form a
transaction. The operators are regarded as basic logical steps for executing a
transaction, i.e., irrespective of their particular implementation. However, depending on their implementation, each step may correspond to different cost.
The operators operate on and produce a state, forming transactions which may
be equivalent (cf Definition 7). The operators and operands form a ledger state
algebra and, as the state is a set of UTxOs (cf. Definition 5), all common set
operators are applicable. In case of failure, they return the empty state ∅.
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1. Input Selection σ(Pid ,V ) : LedgerState → LedgerState
σ(Pid ,V ) is a unary operator, which is given as input parameter a pair (Party
id, Value). Party id is an abstraction of a set of UTxOs, e.g., it could abstract
a wallet that controls a set of addresses, each owning multiple UTxOs. When
applied on a statePSi , σ(Pid ,V ) produces a new state Sf ⊂ Si , where ∀o ∈
Sf : o ∈ Pid and o∈Pid o.value ≥ V . Essentially, σ is a filter over a state,
selecting the UTxOs with aggregate value larger than, or equal to the input
V.
2. Output Creation π[(a1 ,v1 ),...,(an ,vn )] : LedgerState → LedgerState
π[(a1 ,v1 ),...,(an ,vn )] is a unary operator, which is given a set of (Address,
Value) pairs and is applied on a state Si . It produces a new UTxO set
Sf with Sf P
∩ Si = ∅, i.e., Sf includes only new UTxOs. Also ∀o ∈ Sf :
(o.address, o.address o.value) ∈ [(a1 , v1 ), . . . an , vn )], i.e., the aggregate output value per address is equal to the input parameter. We require that value
is preserved, i.e., the total value in Si is greater than (or equal to) the total
value in Sf ; the value difference is is the miners’ fee.
3. Transaction Validation τVR ,Si : LedgerState → LedgerState → LedgerState
τVR ,Si is a binary operator that validates input and output states SI , SO ,
against a set of rules VR , over an initial state SG . If validation succeeds, it
returns an updated state Sf = (SG − SI ) ∪ SO .
Figure 2 depicts the simplest transaction under our algebra, i.e., a tree with
a root and two branches. The root is the transaction validation operator (τ ) that
receives two inputs: a) the set of selected inputs (σ on the left branch) and b) the
set of outputs to be created (π on the right branch). Algebraically we express this
transaction as: T = (σAlice,V )0 τ 0 (πBob,V ), 0 τ 0 being the infix validation operator.

Fig. 2. The simplest expression of a transaction.

Moving one step further, we assume three transactions τ1 , τ2 and τ3 . The execution of these transactions is totally ordered, i.e., τ1 → τ2 → τ3 . Figure 3 depicts
this expression. Here, τ1 is nested within τ2 and both are nested within τ3 . Such
tree is executed from bottom to top, therefore τ2 is given the ledger state generated after τ1 is executed; similarly, τ3 is given the ledger state generated after
both τ1 and τ2 are executed. Given the above, we next define subtransactions; interestingly, transactions may spend outputs created from their subtransactions,
thus we also define the notion of correlated transactions.
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Fig. 3. The expression tree entails a transaction execution total order.

Definition 9. A subtransaction is a transaction nested within a “parent” transaction; it is executed first, so its impact on the ledger state is visible to the parent.
Definition 10. Two transactions τ1 , τ2 are correlated, if τ1 is a subtransaction
of τ2 and τ2 spends at least one output created by τ1 .
3.2

A Transaction Optimization Framework

We now identify different phases in the transaction optimization process; in a
hypothetical transaction optimizer each phase would be a distinct module. These
phases are different approaches to producing equivalent transactions. The phases
operate on three levels of optimization: a) a declarative (rule-based) level, b) a
logical/algebraic (cost-based) level, and c) a physical/algorithmic (cost-based)
level, as depicted in Figure 4. The input of the process is a transaction set [τx ],
that we want to optimize, and the output is the optimal transaction τx−Optimal .
Rules: This phase is declarative, as it does not depend on the cost; instead,
when applied, it necessarily produces a better transaction. Essentially it
consists of heuristic rules that are applied by default to produce an equivalent
transaction; example of such rules are “create a single output per address”
or “consume as many inputs and create as few outputs as possible”.
Algebraic Transformations: These are transformations at the level of logical
operators that define a transaction’s execution. Generally the efficiency of
such transformation is evaluated based on the entailed cost. Examples of
such transformations are the 2-for-1 transformation (cf. Definition 11) and
different transaction orderings (cf. Definition 9).
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Methods and Structures: This phase optimizes the algorithm that implements a logical operator. For instance, given two algorithms A, B result in
transaction costs CA , CB , if CA < CB we would choose A; one such example
is the different implementations of the input selection operator σ, as shown
in Figure 5. Optimizations in this phase may also change the data structure
used to access the underlying data, which in our case is the ledger state.
Planning and Searching: This phase employs a searching strategy to explore
the available space of candidate solutions, i.e., equivalent transaction plans.
This space consists of the transactions produced from the above phases, each
evaluated based on their cost, under the available cost model.

Fig. 4. The transaction optimization process.

3.3

Transaction Optimization Techniques

In this section, we propose three transaction optimization techniques based on
the aforementioned optimization levels: a) heuristic rule-based, b) logical/algebraic
transformation cost-based, and c) physical/algorithmic cost-based.
Input Selection Optimization We demonstrate this technique with an example. Assume Alice wants to give Bob 5 coins. Figure 5 depicts three equivalent
transactions for implementing this payment. Observe that each plan is represented as a tree, where the intermediate nodes are the previously defined logical
operators (that act on a ledger state) and the leaf nodes are ledger states. We
also assume that the state cost is the number of elements (UTxOs) in the state.
The three transactions have the same structure, i.e., they are the same logical
expression, but result to different ledger states with different costs. The transactions differ only in the output of the input selection operator (σ(Alice,5) ), a
difference which may be attributed to different implementations of the operator;
Section 4 provides a novel input selection algorithm that minimizes the net delta
of created UTxOs; it favors UTxO consumption over creation.
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Fig. 5. An example of three equivalent transactions that transfer 5 tokens from Alice
to Bob but incur different state costs.

The 2-for-1 Transformation We again consider the example where Alice
wants to give Bob 5 coins. Figure 6 depicts a fourth, more complex, equivalent
transaction. This transaction consists of two subtransactions (cf. Definition 9),
where Alice first gives Bob 17 coins and then receives 12. When the first transaction is completed, an intermediate state (Si0 ) is created, which is then given as
input to the second transaction, that produces the final ledger state Sf of cost
3. Observe that, although more complex, this transaction minimizes the final
ledger state (72% cost reduction). Intuitively, this transaction spends all of Alice’s outputs with the first sub-transaction and then does the same for Bob with
the second sub-transaction. Therefore, the optimal cost does not depend on input selection (like the 3rd plan of Figure 5), but requires the combination of two
transactions that implement a single payment, under a specific amount (12).
Definition 11 provides a formal specification of the 2-for-1 logical (algebraic)
transformation.
Definition 11. Given a transaction τ1 , which transfers an amount V from party
A to B, the algebraic 2-for-1 transformation creates an equivalent transaction τ2 ,
which consists of (a) a subtransaction, which transfers V + Vc from party A to
B and (b) an outer transaction, which transfers Vc from party B to A.
Figure 7 depicts the 2-for-1 algebraic transformation based on an amount
Vc . To implement such a scheme we require an atomic operation, where the
grouped transactions are executed simultaneously. One method to implement the
atomic transfers is CoinJoin [21], which was proposed for increasing the privacy
in Bitcoin; in CoinJoin, the transaction is constructed and signed gradually by
each party that contributes its inputs. A similar concept is Algorand’s atomic
transfers [14], that achieves atomicity by grouping transactions under a common
id.
Intuitively, 2-for-1 reduces the transaction’s cost by also consuming UTxOs
of the receiving party, instead of only consuming outputs of the sending party.
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Fig. 6. A 2-for-1 transaction that transfers 5 tokens from Alice to Bob.

Fig. 7. The 2-for-1 algebraic transformation.

Specifically, assume the initial state Si = {|A|, |B|}, where |A| denotes the number of outputs owned by party A. When issuing a payment to B, party A can
consume all outputs and consolidate its remaining value to a single UTxO, the
“change” output. Such transaction results in state Sf = {1, |B| + 1} with cost
cost(Sf ) = |B| + 2. If we apply the 2-for-1 transformation, the final state is
Sf0 = {1 + 1, 1} with a cost of cost(Sf0 ) = 3; if |B| > 1, then cost(Sf0 ) < cost(Sf ).
Therefore, if the receiving party has multiple outputs, this transformation creates
a transaction with a smaller cost. Consequently, by giving the opportunity to the
receiving party of a transaction to spend also its outputs, the 2-for-1 transformation always results in a greater shared state cost reduction than the individual
un-transformed transaction in the case where there are no fee constraints and
thus outputs can be spent freely; otherwise it is a cost-based decision.
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Transaction Total Ordering and the Last-Payer Heuristic Rule Assume
V2
V1
Charlie,
Charlie, (2) T2 : Bob −→
the following four transactions: (1) T1 : Alice −→
V

V

4
3
Bob, which are applied on an initial
Alice, and (4) T4 : Eve −→
(3) T3 : Eve −→
ledger state Si = {|Alice| = 5, |Bob| = 5, |Charlie| = 2, |Eve| = 3} with cost
cost(Si ) = 15; as before, |A| denotes the number of outputs owned by party A
and the state cost is the number of all UTxOs.
A first execution order is as follows: T1 → T2 → T3 → T4 . For simplicity
and without loss of the generality, we assume that when a party pays, it always
consumes all available outputs, thus having with a single output afterwards (the
leftover balance). Similarly, when a party gets paid, the number of UTxOs that
it owns increases by one. Next, we describe the ledger state changes each transaction is executed:
Si = {|Alice| = 5, |Bob| = 5, |Charlie| = 2, |Eve| = 3}, cost = 15
T1 : {|Alice| = 1, |Bob| = 5, |Charlie| = 3, |Eve| = 3}, cost = 12
T2 : {|Alice| = 1, |Bob| = 1, |Charlie| = 4, |Eve| = 3}, cost = 8
T3 : {|Alice| = 2, |Bob| = 1, |Charlie| = 4, |Eve| = 1}, cost = 8
T4 : {|Alice| = 2, |Bob| = 2, |Charlie| = 4, |Eve| = 1}, cost = 9

Assuming a different order, T3 → T4 → T1 → T2 , the state changes as follows:
Si = {|Alice| = 5, |Bob| = 5, |Charlie| = 2, |Eve| = 3}, cost = 15
T3 : {|Alice| = 6, |Bob| = 5, |Charlie| = 2, |Eve| = 1}, cost = 14
T4 : {|Alice| = 6, |Bob| = 6, |Charlie| = 2, |Eve| = 1}, cost = 15
T1 : {|Alice| = 1, |Bob| = 6, |Charlie| = 3, |Eve| = 1}, cost = 11
T2 : {|Alice| = 1, |Bob| = 1, |Charlie| = 4, |Eve| = 1}, cost = 7
Evidently, the different execution order results in different resulting state
cost. Therefore, by changing the nesting order of the transactions in an expression tree, different plans may conduct the same payment with different cost.
Intuitively, parties should have the ability to consume outputs that are produced by the other transactions. For instance, regarding T1 and T3 , the order
T3 → T1 is more cost effective (cost = 10) than T1 → T3 (cost = 11), since Alice
can consume the output created by Eve. Specifically, if in the last transaction
where P participates, either as a sender or a receiver, P is the sender, then it
can minimize its state cost; we call this the last-payer heuristic rule.
Ensuring that each party participates in their last transaction as a sender is
not always feasible. Specifically, conflicts may arise in cyclic situations, where
P1 pays P2 (T12 ) and also P2 pays P1 (T21 ). Here, it is impossible for both P1
and P2 to be the sender in their last transaction. Algorithm 1 below, achieves
a transaction ordering based on the last-payer heuristic that bypasses conflicts.
This algorithm has a time complexity of O(M logM ) in the number M of participants.
We provide a short example to demonstrate the inner-workings of Algorithm 1. Assume the four transactions: T12 : P1 → P2 , T21 : P2 → P1 , T13 :
P1 → P3 , and T23 : P2 → P3 . First (line 2), the algorithm sorts the list of
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Algorithm 1: Transaction ordering algorithm based on the Last-Payer
heuristic rule.
Input: A set of M participants Set[P1 , P2 , . . . , PM ]
Input: A set of k transactions Set[Tij ], i, j = 1, 2, . . . , M among these participants to be
Vij

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

ordered. Assume that in transaction Tij party Pi pays party Pj (Pi ==⇒ Pj ). Also
assume that the transactions are not correlated (see definition 10) and thus all
orders are equivalent (see definition 8).
Output: A totally ordered set of transactions [Tij ].
output ←− ∅ [F inalOrderOf T ransactions] ←− ∅
[OrderedP articipants] ←− Order the input set of participants in an ascending order of
the number of received payments.
[P articipantsLastP aymentAdded] ←− ∅
while [OrderedP articipants] 6= ∅ do
Pcurrent ←− get and remove first item from [OrderedP articipants]
TX ←− Find and then remove from Set[Tij ], a transaction that Pcurrent pays some
participant P where P ∈
/ [P articipantsLastP aymentAdded]
if Tx == ∅ then
continue;
/* continue to the next participant */
else
[F inalOrderof T ransactions] ←− Tx ;
/* Put it last in the final ordered
list */
[P articipantsLastP aymentAdded] ←− Pcurrent
[F inalOrderOf T ransactions] ←− Set[Tij ] ;
/* Add the remaining transactions of the
initial set at the beginning (head) of the ordered list */
ouput ←− [F inalOrderOf T ransactions]

participants in ascending order of receiving payments, i.e., the more payments a
party receives, the more last-payers will conflict, so it should not be considered
early-on as a last-payer. In our example, where P3 receives the most (2) payments, this results in order: P1 , P2 , P3 . Next (lines 4 - 11), for each party P in
the ordered list, the algorithm tries to find a transaction where P pays a party
who has not been already considered as a last-payer (thus avoiding conflicts); if
such transaction exists, it is placed last in the final transaction ordering. Finally,
the list of remaining transactions is inserted to the head of the list (line 12). In
our example, the transaction ordering through each iteration is: 1st iteration :
[T12 ], 2nd iteration : [T12 , T23 ], 3rd iteration : [T12 , T23 ], final : [T21 , T13 , T12 , T23 ].
As per the Last-Payer heuristic rule, each party is the sender in their last transaction, except for party P3 which only receives payments.
Assuming k transactions among M parties, Algorithm 1 is executed locally by
each party Pi after the M participants have coordinated off-chain the k transactions. Specifically, the wallet of each participant exchanges information, in order
to gather all k transactions, and then executes the algorithm. The produced
total order of transactions will be expressed as a tree of the form depicted in
figure 3 and will be implemented as an atomic operation in a similar manner
to the 2-for-1 transformation discussed above. Such off-chain coordination for
transaction posting is not unique to our work, e.g., this is also how CoinJoin [21]
works.
Interestingly, the grouping of many transactions into an atomic operation in
general, is a method that can be also aimed at increasing privacy. Therefore, it
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is an interesting direction for future research to see if it is possible to combine
both privacy and space efficiency considerations.
3.4

The Transaction Optimization Problem

Using the above ideas, we now formally define the transaction optimization problem as a typical optimization problem, assuming a set of available input selection
algorithms {Sel1 , Sel2 , . . . , Sell }.
Definition 12. Given N payments between M parties P1 , P2 , . . . , PM and a
search space S of equivalent (cf. Definition 8), ordered lists of transaction plans
that execute the N payments, called candidate solutions, find the candidate τ ∈
S, such that eval(τ ) ≤ eval(ρ), for all ρ ∈ S. Specifically:
1. A candidate ρ ∈ S is an ordered list of transaction plans3 ||T1 || → ||T2 || →
· · · → ||Tk ||, where the transaction plan of a transaction Tx is the pair:
def

||Tx || = (Logical Expression, Input Selection Algorithm).
2. The search space S is defined by all candidates ||T1 || → ||T2 || → · · · → ||Tk ||,
where, for each transaction Ti , an input selection algorithm is chosen from
{Sel1 , Sel2 , . . . , Sell } and, possibly, the 2-for-1 logical transformation (cf.
Definition 11) is applied.
3. eval evaluates the cost of every candidate ρ ∈ S (cf. Definition 6) as follows:
eval : [T ransaction] → LedgerState → Cost,
eval([T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk ], Sinit ) =
cost((txRun(Tk ). . . . .txRun(T2 ).txRun(T1 ))(Sinit )) − cost(Sinit )

where cost(S) = |S| is the size of a ledger state (cf. Definition 5) and
(txRun(Tk ). . . . .txRun(T2 ).txRun(T1 ))(Sinit ) outputs the final state after
the list of ordered transactions is executed on the initial state Sinit , according
to each individual transaction plan ||Ti ||.
Solving the Transaction Optimization Problem We now present a 3step, dynamic programming algorithm, which solves the transaction optimization
problem via an exhaustive search and dynamically pruning candidate solutions:
Step 1: Create N transactions Tij , i, j ∈ [1, M ], corresponding to the N payVij

ments (Pi −−→ Pj ), as follows:
Tij = (σPi ,Vij (Sinit ))0 τ 0 (πPj ,V ij (Sinit ))
where Vij is the amount to be paid from Pi to Pj . For each transaction Tij ,
find the input selection algorithm in {Sel1 , Sel2 , . . . , Sell } that minimizes
3

We assume transactions are non-correlated (cf. Definition 10) and all orderings are
equivalent (cf. Definition 8).
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eval(Tij , Sinit ). Then, enforce the heuristic rule to create a single output
per recipient address for each transaction. At the end of this step, the algorithm outputs N transaction plans, i.e., N pairs of transaction’s Tij logical
expression and the chosen input selection algorithm:
||Tij || = ((σPi ,Vij (Sinit ))0 τ 0 (πPj ,V ij (Sinit )), Sels )
Step 2: On each transaction plan output of Step 1, perform a 2-for-1 transformation (cf. Definition 11). This step produces a transformed transaction as
depicted in Figure 8, based on an amount p × Vij , where p is a configuration
parameter of the algorithm, typically in the range 0 < p ≤ 1. Then, for each
of the two transactions that comprise the 2-for-1 transformation, choose the
input selection algorithm that minimizes the eval function and enforce the
heuristic rule of a single output per recipient address. Finally, accept the 2for-1 transformed transaction only if its cost (given by eval) is smaller than
the non-transformed transaction.

Fig. 8. Applying the 2-for-1 transformation to each separate transaction.

At the end of this step, the algorithm outputs k transaction plans, k ≥ N ,
comprising of the 2-for-1 transformed and the non-transformed transactions,
along with their input selection algorithms. Importantly, at this point, the
Vij

algorithm has an optimal plan for each individual payment (Pi −−→ Pj ),
based on an exhaustive search of solutions and cost-driven choices.
Step 3: In this step, the algorithm finds the optimal total order to execute the
k transactions produced on Step 2. Since there exist k! permutations, the
search space is pruned using the Last-Payer heuristic rule (cf. Section 3.3).
At the end of this step, the algorithm outputs a totally ordered set of transaction plans that solve the optimization problem, i.e., executes the N payments
with a minimum state ledger cost.
Regarding our algorithm’s optimality, the transaction plans produced in step
2 are optimal w.r.t. executing the individual transactions, since the algorithm
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performs an exhaustive search for the minimum-cost solution. In step 3, the
algorithm is based on a heuristic rule (Last-Payer) to search for the optimal
total order in a pruned (and thus manageable) space. Future work will evaluate
the efficiency of this heuristic rule, i.e., how well it approximates the optimal
solution, and explore further rules for achieving optimality.

4

A State-friendly Input Selection Algorithm

As shown in Section 3.3, the input selection 4 algorithm, which implements the
logical operator σ (cf. Section 3.1), directly impacts the state cost of created
transactions. Therefore, optimizing the input selection process is a reasonable
step towards the optimization of ledger state. Algorithm 2 presented below describes a new input selection algorithm that optimizes transaction cost. In particular, the algorithm’s main goal is to minimize the net amount (delta) of a
new transaction’s outputs. Ideally, a transaction should have a negative delta,
i.e., reduce the ledger state by consuming more outputs than it creates. We again
assume that the cost of a ledger state is its size, i.e., the number of UTxOs.
The algorithm receives as input a ledger state, the target value that should
be sent to each address, and the number of outputs (excluding change) that we
wish our transaction to have. We assume that the outputs of the transaction are
fixed and that the optimization is at the level of the input selection. Additionally,
we assume that, like Bitcoin, the fees are calculated based on the transaction’s
size:
fees =(|Inputs| + |Outputs| + 1) · utxoSizeBytes · costPerByte
Observe that consuming more inputs increases the transaction’s size and, consequently, its fee, so the algorithm is also given a maximum allowed fee amount
per address. Ultimately, the input selection algorithm aims at selecting as many
inputs (i.e., available UTxOs) as possible, such that the funds suffice without
exceeding the fee cap. The input selection algorithm outputs a set of UTxOs to
be used as inputs of the new transaction.
The algorithm finds the largest set of inputs such that both the fee cap
and the spending amount are satisfied. Specifically, first, it sorts the available
inputs by value in ascending order (line 12). Second, it identifies the maximum
amount of inputs that can be consumed, such that the fee cap is respected (lines
13-22). Third, it adjusts the input selection, so that the selected inputs provide
sufficient amount w.r.t. the target value and the corresponding fees (lines 27-33);
the selected number of inputs is the same as in the second step. In case funds
are insufficient, the algorithm fails with no output returned.
For example, assume that Alice’s wallet controls the following UTxOs to
be used as inputs: [10−5 , 10−5 , 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 10.0, 50.0, 60.0, 100.0] corresponding
to an address α. Also assume that she wants to pay a total value of 99 coins
across three different recipient addresses. For simplicity we assume that inputs
and outputs have the same size and that an extra output is used for change. For
4

In the literature this is also sometimes called coin selection.
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different fee caps, the algorithm returns the following input selections. Evidently,
a larger fee cap enables more inputs to be selected.
Max Fee
7.0 × 10−4
8.4 × 10−4
9.8 × 10−4
1.12 × 10−3
1.26 × 10−3
1.4 × 10−3
1.54 × 10−3

Input Selection
[100.0]
[50.0, 60.0]
[10.0, 50.0, 60.0]
[3.0, 10.0, 50.0, 60.0]
[2.0, 3.0, 10.0, 50.0, 60.0]
[1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 10.0, 50.0, 60.0]
[1.0 × 10−5 , 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 10.0, 50.0, 60.0]

Interestingly, Bitcoin’s input selection algorithm [20] has a different goal.
Specifically, it tries to select inputs that exactly match the target value; if no
exact match is found, it resorts to a best-match by trying to solve a 0-1 Knapsack
problem, which is a well-known NP-hard problem [34] with time complexity of
O(2n ), n being the number of available UTxOs. In comparison, our algorithm’s
complexity is only O(n log n), due to the sorting step. Therefore, although finding
an exact (or best-match) minimizes change, it often creates small valued UTxOs,
called dust, that “pollute” the ledger state [29].

5

State Efficiency in Bitcoin

We now define the state efficiency property. Our goal is to incentivize users
to minimize the global state, without impacting the system’s functionality. In
that case, if all users are rational, i.e., operate following the incentives, then the
state will be minimized as much as possible. Future work will explore the actual
impact of deploying such incentives in real-world systems.
To achieve state efficiency, a transaction’s fee should be proportional to the
incurred state cost. In other words, the more a transaction increases the ledger’s
state, the higher its fees should be. Specifically, a transaction’s fee should reflect:
i) the transaction’s size, i.e., the cost of storing a transaction permanently on the
ledger and ii) the transaction’s state cost. A distributed ledger’s fee model should
aim at incentivizing users to minimizing both storage types, i.e., the distributed
ledger and the global state.
First, we define the fee function F , i.e., the function that assigns an (integer)
fee on a transaction, given a ledger state: F : Transaction → LedgerState → Int.
Following, Definition 13 describes state efficiency. This property instructs the fee
function to (monotonically) increase fees, if a transaction increases the state. Intuitively, between two equivalent transactions, the transaction that incurs greater
state cost should also incur a larger fee.
Definition 13. A fee function F is state efficient if
∀S ∈ S∀τ1 , τ2 ∈ T | τ1 ≡ τ2 ∧ costTx(τ1 , S) > costTx(τ2 , S) : F (τ1 , S) > F (τ2 , S)
for transaction cost function (cf. Definition 6) and equivalence (cf. Definition 7).
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Algorithm 2: Input Selection algorithm that optimizes UTxO delta
and caps transaction fees.
Input: Input Ledger State, i.e., available outputs to be spent.
Input: Desired number of outputs. This is the specified number of outputs that the
transaction should have (excluding the output for change) to take into account in
the transaction fees calculation
Input: [(a1 , v1 ), . . . , (aN , vN )], set of (Address, Value) pairs specifying the lower bound of
the value to be spent per address.
Input: [feeMax 1 , . . . , feeMax N ] a maximum fee per address. I.e., the transaction fee is
capped.
Output: [(a1 , [utxo11 , . . . utxo1m1 ]), . . . , (aN , [utxoN 1 , . . . , utxoN mN ])], the set of UTxOs
per address to be used as input in the transaction, where the following properties
Pmihold:
•
utxoij .value ≥ vi , i = 1, . . . N
j=1

PN

• totaltransactionfee ≤
feeMax i
i=1
• The number of UTxOs consumed by the transaction is maximum.
1
2
3
4
5

outputSet ←− ∅
foreach input address ai do
inputCoins ←− getUtxoSet(ai ) ;
if sumValue(inputCoins) < vi then
exitWithError ;

// try to spend all UTxOs of this address
// not enough money in this address

8

if
sumValue(inputCoins) ≥ vi + feeCalc(inputCoins) ∧ feeCalc(inputCoins) ≤ feeMax i
then
outputSet ←− outputSet ∪ (ai , inputCoins)
continue ;
// we are finished with this address

9

else

6

7

10
11
12
13
14
15

inputCoins ←− ∅
availableCoins ←− getUtxoSet(ai )
order(avaialbleCoins, ASC ) ;
while feeCalc(inputCoins) ≤ feeMax i do
if availableCoins = ∅ then
/* no more coins to select
break

// order by value ascending

*/

else

16

19

c ←− removeSmallestCoin(availableCoins)
if feeCalc(inputCoins ∪ c) ≤ feeMax i then
inputCoins ←− inputCoins ∪ c

20

else

17
18

/* We have reached the fee threshold and don’t need c
availableCoins ←− addSmallestCoin(c, availableCoins)
break

21
22

*/

25

/* We have chosen the maximum number of coins based on the fee threshold
*/
/* Check sufficiency of value
*/
if sumValue(inputCoins) ≥ vi + feeCalc(inputCoins) then
outputSet ←− outputSet ∪ (ai , inputCoins)
continue ;
// we are finished with this address

26

else

23
24

27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35

/* replace the smallest selected coin with the smallest from the
available coins so that the number of selected coins remains constant
*/
while sumValue(inputCoins) < vi + feeCalc(inputCoins) do
if availableCoins = ∅ then
exitWithError ;
/* Cannot gather enough money under this fee
constraint with these available coins */
else
c ←− removeSmallestCoin(availableCoins)
removeSmallestCoin(inputCoins)
inputCoins ←− inputCoins ∪ c
outputSet ←− outputSet ∪ (ai , inputCoins)
continue ;
// we are finished with this address
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Evidently, if the utility of users is to minimize transaction fees, a state efficient
fee function ensures that they are also incentivized to minimize the global state.
Finally, Definition 14 sets narrow state efficiency, a special case of state efficiency
which compares equivalent transactions that differ only in their inputs.
Definition 14. A fee function F is narrow state efficient if
∀S ∈ S∀τ1 , τ2 ∈ T |
τ1 ≡ τ2 ∧ τ1 .outputs = τ2 .outputs ∧ costTx(τ1 , S) > costTx(τ2 , S) :
F (τ1 , S) > F (τ2 , S)
for transaction cost function (cf. Definition 6) and equivalence (cf. Definition 7).
Bitcoin’s State Management. Bitcoin’s consensus model does not consider fees.
Specifically, the user decides a transaction’s fees and the miners choose whether
to include a transaction in a block. Therefore, it has been stipulated that the
level of fees is the balance between the rational choices of miners, who supply
the market with block space, and users, who demand part of said space [3].
In practice, most users follow the client software’s choice even when not
needed [24], e.g., when blocks are not full. Similarly, miners usually follow the
hard-coded software rules and may accept even zero-fee transactions. The reference rules of the Bitcoin Wiki [3] define the fee rate x, which is the fraction of
fees per transaction size, Miners sort transactions based on this metric and solve
the Knapsack problem to fill a new block with transactions that maximize it.
Some notable alternatives also focus on fee rate [10,30], while reference rules [3]
used to also take into account the UTxO age.
As before, a transaction consists of inputs and outputs, i.e., old UTxOs which
are spent and newly-created UTxOs. Inputs and UTxOs have a fixed size ι and
ω respectively.5 The size of a transaction is the sum of its inputs and outputs,
i.e., is a linear combination of ι and ω, while a transaction’s cost is the difference
between the number of its UTxOs minus its inputs. Bitcoin’s fee function is
F = β · size(τ ), where size(τ ) is τ ’s size in bytes and β is a fixed fee per byte.6
We break the fee efficiency of F via a counterexample. Assume two transactions which are applied on the same ledger state S; for ease of notation, in the
rest of the section F (τ ) denotes F (τ, S). First, τ1 has 1 input and 1 output, so
its state cost is costTx(τ1 , S) = 0 and its fee is F (τ1 ) = β · (ι + ω). Second, τ2 has
2 inputs and 1 output, i.e., its state cost is costTx(τ2 , S) = −1, since it decreases
the state; however, its fee is F (τ2 ) = β · (2 · ι + ω) = F (τ1 ) + β · ι. Thus, although
costTx(τ1 ) > costTx(τ2 ), τ2 ’s fee is higher, since it is larger.
A better alternative fee function is the following: F 0 = β · size(τ ) + ψ ·
costTx(τ, S). Note that this is state-efficient in our model for a sufficiently small
value of β (cf. Section 5.1). Observe with this function, when increasing the
UTxO set, a user needs to pay an extra fee ψ per UTxO. Given this change,
5

6

This assumption slightly diverges from the real-world, where UTxOs are typically of
varying size depending on the operations in the ScriptPubKey.
β = 0.0067$/byte [September 2020] (https://bitinfocharts.com)
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the reference rules are updated so that, instead of only the fee rate, miners
use the scoring function: score(τ ) = fees(τ )−ψ·costTx(τ,S)
, where fees(τ ) are τ ’s
size(τ )
total fees. In market prices, 1 byte of RAM costs $3.35 · 10−9 [23]. The average size of a Bitcoin UTxO is 61 Bytes [9], so a single Bitcoin UTxO costs
ψ = 61 · 3.35 · 10−9 = $2 · 10−7 . Given 10000 full nodes7 , which maintain the
ledger and keep the UTxO in memory, the cost becomes ψ = $0.002; equivalently,
denominated in Bitcoin8 , the cost of creating a UTxO is ψ = 22 satoshi.
This solution incorporates the operational costs of miners, thus it is the
rational choice for miners who aim at maximizing their profit. Observe that, after
subtracting the fees that relate to UTxO costs, the scoring mechanism behaves
the same as the one currently used by Bitcoin miners. Therefore, if users wish to
prioritize their transactions, they would again simply increase their transaction’s
fees; in that case, the UTxO portion of the fees (i.e., ψ · costTx(τ, S)) remains the
same, hence higher fees result in a higher score, similar to the existing mechanism.
Also we note that this mechanism is directly enforceable on Bitcoin without the
need of a fork.
5.1

A State Efficient Bitcoin

Intuitively, to make F state efficient we force the creator of a UTxO to subsidize
its consumption, i.e., to pay the user who later consumes it. Our fee function
is again: F 0 = β · size(τ ) + ψ · costTx(τ, S). Assume two transactions τ1 , τ2 with
i1 , i2 inputs and o1 , o2 outputs respectively:
costTx(τ1 ) > costTx(τ2 ) ⇔ o1 − i1 > o2 − i2 ⇔ o2 − o1 < i2 − i1

(1)

F 0 is state efficient (cf. Definition 13) if:
F 0 (τ1 ) > F 0 (τ2 ) ⇒
size(τ1 ) · β + costTx(τ1 ) · ψ > size(τ2 ) · β + costTx(τ2 ) · ψ ⇒
(i1 · ι + o1 · ω) · β + (o1 − i1 ) · ψ > (i2 · ι + o2 · ω) · β + (o2 − i2 ) · ψ ⇒
(o1 − i1 ) · ψ − (o2 − i2 ) · ψ > (i2 · ι + o2 · ω) · β − (i1 · ι + o1 · ω) · β ⇒
(1)

(i2 − i1 + o1 − o2 ) · ψ > ((i2 − i1 ) · ι + (o2 − o1 ) · ω) · β =⇒
ψ>

(i2 − i1 ) · ι + (o2 − o1 ) · ω
·β
(i2 − i1 ) − (o2 − o1 )

(2)

If F 0 is narrow state efficient, then o1 = o2 and the inequality is simplified:
ψ >ι·β

(3)

We turn again to the previous example. For transaction τ1 , with 1 input
and 1 output, F 0 (τ1 ) = (ι + ω) · β and for transaction τ2 , with 2 inputs and 1
7
8

https://bitnodes.io [July 2020]
1BT C = $9000 [July 2020] (https://coinmarketcap.com)
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output, F 0 (τ2 ) = (2 · ι + ω) · β − ψ = F 0 (τ1 ) + β · ι − ψ. Since Inequalities 2
and 3 ensure that ψ > ι · β, the size fee of the extra input in τ2 is offset by the
extra fee ψ, which is paid by the user who creates it. Again to evaluate these
variables we consider market prices. The size of a typical, pay-to-script-hash or
pay-to-public-key-hash, UTxO is 34 Bytes [4], while the size of consuming it
is 146 bytes. Therefore, to make and make present-day Bitcoin (narrow) state
efficient, we can set ω = 34, ι = 146, β = 0.0067$, and thus ψ > 0.0978$.
However, this approach presents a number of challenges. To enforce F 0 , the
fee policy should be incorporated in the consensus protocol and a transaction’s
validity will depend on its amount of fees. As long as F 0 (τ ) > 0, i.e., a transaction cannot have negative fees, the fee function can be enforced via a soft fork.
Specifically, this change is backwards compatible, as miners that do not adopt
this change will still accept transactions that follow the new fee scheme. However,
if costTx(τ )  0 and possibly F 0 (τ ) < 0, to implement F 0 we need to establish
a “pot” of fees. When a user creates τ with fee F 0 = β · size(τ ) + ψ · costTx(τ, S),
the first part (β · size(τ )) is awarded to the miners as before. The second part
(ψ · costTx(τ, S)) is deposited to (or, in case of negative cost, withdrawn from)
the pot. In case of negative cost, the transaction defines a special UTxO for
receiving the reimbursement. At any point in time, the size of the pot is directly
proportional to the UTxO set. Observe that the miners receive the same rewards
as before, so their business model is not affected by this change. Finally, the cost
of flooding the system with UTxOs increases by ψ per UTxO which, depending
on ψ, can render attacks ineffective.

6

Conclusion

Our paper explores state efficiency in distributed ledgers. Specifically, we explore optimizations that aim at minimizing the state which is shared among the
system’s participants. We compose a framework for optimizing transactions on
multiple levels, including heuristic rules, algebraic transformations, and alternative sub-routines. We also devise an input selection algorithm, which minimizes
the state increase of the transaction, assuming a cap of fees that the transaction
can spend. Finally, we explore fee functions that incentivize users to manage the
state efficiently and analyze Bitcoin under our model, proposing an amended fee
scheme which is state efficient.
Our work proposes various questions that need further exploration. For instance, more complex cost models could take into account the lifespan of a UTxO
in memory, in addition to its size. Additionally, we assume that the state is kept
in the same memory level, e.g., RAM. Future work could explore cases when
state is kept in storage, thus the cost model would also need to assess how frequently objects are accessed. However, the proposed optimization framework will
not change, just the cost model will have to be enhanced to consider also these
parameters of the problem.
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